DATE 15/4/16
To contact Gerry: 8999 6713(bh)  8983 1237(ah)  0428 698 037(mobile)

SPONGE BATHS FOR HOWARD RIVER PARK RESIDENTS

Gerry Wood, Independent Member for Nelson, said if Power and Water doesn’t do something about water stoppages in Howard River Park at Howard Springs residents will have to get out the bucket and sponge.

Gerry says it appears the water main feeding the subdivision is leaking causing the water to be turned off for repairs with little or no warning.

He says he wrote to the Minister nearly a month and only got a response today after more phone call from ‘dirty’ residents.

Gerry says Power and Water have said they intend to replace a section of the main by the end of 2016 but Gerry says that this needs to be brought forward as a matter of priority.

He says if not, it will be bottled water, sponge baths, long drops and brown lawns until the end of the year.